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In Van den vos Reynaerde wordt een hofdag van Koning Nobel beschreven. Alle dieren
verschijnen, behalve één: Reynaert de vos. Verschillende dieren doen hun beklag over de
schurkenstreken Vanden Vos Reinaerde (1856) van Reynaert, en Koning Nobel besluit de vos
voor het Hof te dagen.Reynaert probeert al het mogelijke om toch maar niet schuldig bevonden
te worden voor zijn misdaden, maar Koning Nobel en de zijnen blijven bij hun besluit.
Uiteindelijk, wanneer Reynaert alleen met de koning en koningin is, komt hij met zijn beste list...
Van den vos Reynaerde has it all: deception, conflict, sarcasm, violence, (homosexual)
innuendo, parody, and black humor. To most sensible it off, it truly is even featured at the Index
Librorum Prohibitorum — the Papal seal of quality.Our hero during this epic is Reynaert, a wily
fox. Surrounded by way of the Aristocracy and different animals which are lustful, voracious,
miserly, and greedy, the fundamental ethical of the tale is that you should simply be deceived if
you are greedy. The narrator consistently tricks at or perhaps tells you what the results of the
subsequent a part of the tale will be, yet it is all concerning the how, now not the what.This
specific version is especially good. The advent tells concerning the a variety of Reynaert tales
throughout Europe, and masses more; the textual content itself turns out to have the correct
volume of footnotes to make dictionary use unnecessary, until you must understand extra in
regards to the etymology of a word. Generally, even though now not always, the footnotes
name out recognition to comparable phrases in e.g. German and English, while clarifying
convinced phrases which are not in use. The observation at the textual content within the again
offers a lot historical past details on why even probably blameless descriptions may possibly
hold meaning.However, i assume that you simply will need to test one of many translations into
smooth Dutch, no matter if you are a local speaker of Dutch, except center Dutch pursuits you.
For that objective i'm hoping that there is an version that places the unique textual content and
the interpretation aspect by way of side.
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